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GREECE 

Dear Tom and Cynthia, 

Tom can take care of this piece of business. He can tell me Vicky Walsh's 
address, with no hurry whatsoever. I thought I had it on my disk, but 
discover I haven't, Jean-Pierre gave me some dollars so I could write a check 
and get him a book at a cheap American price rather than a fierce European 
one, Could you please send the check and the instructions along to her? 

While I'm at it I think of another errand. While I was where I will 
describe, I saw a copy of Rutkowski 's revised edition of Cult Places of 
Aegaean, from Yale, and covet it, But again without hurry. Undoubtedly Vale 
will display at San Antonio, and offer bits of discount, Could you at that 
time get me a copy, send it to Madison to wait, tell me the price and we'll 
then settle? Maybe by the last letter before Xmas I'll have thought of one or 
two more. 

So, I got your letter this morning, an hour or two after I got off the 
ferryboat from lraklion, The congress was a full week, with some good and 
many so=so papers. There was also an excursion to Armenoi, on the last day, 
to see the bunch of impressive Mycenaean chamber tombs. That's where an 
inscribed ~showed up, with the same wi-to-na inscription as the one in 
lraklion. Different, simpler pattern of other decoration. And I am ashamed 
of myself for writing syllables instead of Lnumbers, but I'm a bit lazy and 
tired. I have a batch of abstracts in faint xerox or mimeo. But most of the 
interesting ones didn't hand in abstracts. Anna S. was to talk on a Linear B 
inscription (nobody else did either), but didn't give it, and her place was 
taken by two young Italians, who talked <so they say) one on Linear A 
fractions, and the other on the Linear A equivalent of GRA. But both talked 
too long, and fast, and even Olivier admitted they were incomprehensible, even 
to Italians. I knew from a handout that the one was fractions. I hadn't the 
faintest idea what the other was talking about. Terrible trouble with most 
Italian this time. I've sent a program, marked up with corrections and a list 
of t h e a b st r a c t s I p o s s e s s.J t o Ne s t or • I h a d a f i n e v i e w i n g o f t h e K h an i a 
museum the last two days. They display the inscriptions and sealings very 
nicely. 

On Sunday I was offered a hitched ri~e to Iraklion where at Jean-Pierre's 
suggestion I was put up very cheaply, and with excellent mealsJ at the British 
School's Taverna, until yesterday. On Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday l 
went in to the Museum with Ian Driessen, we met Olivier, and I tried my hand 
at joining new fragments, and at doing a quick survey of the whole corpus in 
the drawers, They are very nicely available in polysomething=lined drawers, 
but there are so many of them in terrible crumbling condition, On Thursday I 
found my join. Unfortunately it was one that had been separated in modern 
times rather than in ancient. But still l was satisfied, or else I might 
still be there. On Friday I found an inscribed Wb in drawer VI or VII which 
[+J joins another with its surface eroded, But it was great pleasure, and I 
think some profit, to have those adventures. On Wednesday we were invited to 



visit the excavations going on at the Idaian cave, by Sakellarakis. That day 
was the first rain, and on the way up, in the Mallia car driven by JPO there 
was some strong rain and much fog. Put all that together with mountain roads 
in Crete, and there was more adventure, But the excavation itself was 
interesting, though we saw few interesting things come out. 

In Khania I showed Louis Godart and Jean-Pierre my first attempt at the 
tracing of a large tablet with my system rather than Louis', They were more 
(the one) or less (the other) enthusiastic or tolerant of my efforts. I must 
try to get some slightly more transparent, perhaps a wee bit lighter tracing 
paper, and I am thinking seriously of having a light table made for the 
purpose so I can follow the detail of my xeroxed photos more easily. And I 
must get to serious work very very soon. With all this the School term starts 
soon, as indicated by a meet new members cocktail party the 16th. 

There was a fair amount of religion in the Congress, but by no means as 
pervasive or annoying as at the Swedish Symposium. But surely there must be 
an ieron odes to the center, and the rituals surely are the provision to all 
visitors of souvenir tickets on Braniff! Braniff's how I got there the first 
time, and they did give out fine souvenirs. I'm not sure where it is, but it 
is a small salt-spoon (vel si m.) of si 1 ver. The souvenirs of this year ' s 
congress have also come down from the souvenir of the first. There were three 
fine posters. For the ancient section, a very fine print of the master
impression, for the mediaeval a nice section of an icon, and for the modern a 
Venizelos autograph. Of the last I got none, of the second I got one, and of 
the first I~ be able to give you one when I get back. But they are hard to 
transport. 

Yours, 
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